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Developing Subgoal Labels for Imperative Programming to Improve Student Learning Outcomes

Overview

This NSF IUSE project incorporates instructional materials and techniques into introductory programming identified through educational psychology research as effective ways to improve student learning and retention. The research team has developed worked examples of problems that incorporate subgoal labels, which are explanations that describe the function of steps in the problem solution to the learner and highlight the problem solving process. Using subgoal labels within worked examples, which has been shown effective in other STEM fields, is intended to break down problem solving procedures into pieces that are small enough for novices to grasp. Experts, including instructors, teaching introductory level courses are often unable to explain the subgoal-level processes that they use in problem solving because they have automated much of the problem solving processes after many years of practice. This intervention had been tested in programming for a few hours of instruction and found effective. The current project expands upon that work.

The overarching research questions for this project are as follows:

1. How do subgoal-labeled worked examples affect learning through an entire introductory programming course?
2. How can formative assessments that are subgoal labeled impact student learning?

In order to answer these questions, we developed the following project goals:

- Develop a set of worked examples segmented by subgoal labels for an introductory programming course taught using an imperative programming language.
- Empirically test the worked examples in classrooms at multiple institutions with students of various backgrounds and majors.
- Develop a set of practice problems (formative assessments) that include subgoal labels that correspond to those in the worked examples.
- Empirically test assessment questions that include subgoal labels.

Background

There have been many calls recently for computing for all students across the nation. While there are many opportunities to study and use computing to advance the fields of computer science, software development, and information technology, computing is also needed in a wide range of other disciplines, including engineering. Most engineering programs require students take a course that teaches them introductory programming, which covers many of the same topics as an introductory course for computing majors (and at times may be the same course). However, statistics about the success of a course that is an introductory programming course are sobering; approximately half the students will fail, forcing them to either repeat the course or leave their chosen field of study if passing the course is required [1, 2].
We aim to improve success in introductory programming courses by incorporating subgoal learning. Subgoal learning explicitly teaches students the subgoals, or functional pieces, of a problem solving procedure, which can help novices in the problem solving process because they often do not recognize these functional pieces on their own [3]. It is often the case that subgoal labels are used in conjunction with worked examples. Worked examples are commonly used to teach problem solving procedures for well-structured problems because they demonstrate how to apply an abstract procedure to a concrete problem before the learner can solve problems independently [4-6]. Several studies have shown that subgoal learning in introductory programming courses has improved novice performance [7-11].

Creation of subgoals

The first part of our work involved determining a topic list for the subgoal label tasks that is representative of the topics that are commonly taught in introductory courses. Through experience in teaching introductory programming along with reviewing several best-selling textbooks, we determined this list to be:

- Assignment
- Selection
- Repetition (both definite and indefinite)
- Procedure / method writing and invocation (parameter passing)
- Object usage and class implementation (for object-oriented courses)
- Array processing

Next, we used the Task Analysis by Problem Solving (TAPS) protocol developed by Catrambone to identify the subgoals of the procedures [12]. Figure 1 lists the subgoal labels that were developed. Following identification, worked examples and practice problems of varying difficulty were created for each of the topics and integrated throughout an introductory programming course.

Results and observations of deployment in Fall 2018

The subgoals were deployed in Fall 2018 in the introductory programming courses at University of Nebraska Omaha. There were five sections of the course taught in Fall 2018, three used traditional materials (i.e., worked examples and formative assessments), and two sections used the subgoal labeled materials. The course, for all sections, was designed as a flipped class in which students watched recorded lectures before class and then answered peer instruction questions during class and problem solved in small groups. There were common quizzes among the sections of the course given throughout the term and data has been collected about student performance between the two groups.

Results of this preliminary analysis are detailed in [13] and suggest that the subgoal materials helped learners to solve problems using the procedure more effectively during the early stages of learning. Subgoal learners were also more likely to submit all of the exams which could mean
that the subgoal materials helped students who would have dropped out of the course to perform well enough to persist in the course. More analysis of the data is needed to determine any further conclusions.

Future Work

The next phase of this work involves a larger scale deployment for academic year 2019-2020 and data collection from several pilot sites. Recruitment will be happening through May 2019 and training and course materials will be made available to the teachers in July 2019.

Figure 1. Subgoals piloted in Fall 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgoals for evaluating and writing expression (assignment) statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Evaluate expression statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Determine whether data type of expression is compatible with data type of variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Update variable for pre based on side effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Solve arithmetic equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Check data type of copied value against data type of variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Update variable for post based on side effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgoals for evaluating and writing selection statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Evaluate selection statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Diagram which statements go together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. For if statement, determine whether expression is true or false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If true – follow true branch, if false – follow else branch or do nothing if no else branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgoals for evaluating and writing loops.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Evaluate loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify loop parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Determine start condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Determine update condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Determine termination condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Determine body that is repeated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Trace the loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. For every iteration of loop, write down values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgoals for calling and writing methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Call or trace method calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Classify method as static method or instance method
   a. If static, use the class name
   b. If instance, must have or create an instance
2. Write (instance / class) dot method name and ()
3. Determine whether parameter(s) are appropriate
   a. Number of parameters must match method declaration
   b. Data types of parameters must match method declaration (or be assignable)
4. Determine what the method will return (if anything: data type, void, print, change state of object) and where it will be stored (nowhere, somewhere)
5. Evaluate right hand side of assignment (if there is one).
   Value is dependent on method's purpose

1. Define method header based on problem
2. Define return statement at the end
3. Define method body/logic
   a. Determine types of logic (expression, selection, loop, etc.)
   b. Define internal variables
   c. Write statements

**Subgoals for using objects and writing classes**

A. Use objects (creating instances)
   1. Declare variable of appropriate class datatype.
   2. Assign to variable: keyword new, followed by class name, followed by ()
   3. Determine whether parameter(s) are appropriate (API)
      a. Number of parameters
      b. Data types of the parameters

B. Write classes (associated rules sheet)
   1. Name it
   2. Differentiate class-level (static) vs. instance/object-level variables
   3. Differentiate class-level (static) vs. instance/object behaviors/methods
   4. Define instance variables (that you want to be interrelated)
   5. Define class variables (static) as needed
   6. Create constructor (behavior) that creates initial state of object
   7. Create 1 accessor and 1 mutator behaviors per attribute
   8. Write toString method
   9. Write equals method
   10. Create additional methods as needed

**Subgoals for evaluating and writing arrays**

A. Evaluate arrays
   1. Set up array from 0 to size-1
   2. Evaluate data type of statements against array
   3. Trace statements, updating slots as you go
      a. Remember assignment subgoals

B. Write arrays
   1. Data type plus [ ]
   2. Variable name = {initializer list}, or new datatype [size]
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